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P…dmasaõhit…  holds a very important position in the  P…¿car…tra tradition: even though it belongs to a 
rather young generation of texts, it definitely stands as one of the most authoritative saõhit…s. Thanks to the 
wide range of  topics it deals with and to the several details it offers on the ritual practice, it is a great source  
of inspiration for vai¡ªava tradition: its teachings are followed mainly in Varadar…ja temple (K…¿c†), but they 
are an important point of reference for devotees from all over South India. It is not surprising, thus, that in  
the P…¿car…tra literature P…dmasaõhit… can boast the largest number of editions and many manuscripts.

When undertaking the study of P…dmasaõhit…, we deal with a text which, though not properly an “earliest 
one”, witnesses a turning-point in the tradition: indeed, from the doctrinal and thematic point of view it  
shows a very original character compared to other  P…¿car…tra texts as it  tends to unify the doctrine, to 
integrate br…hmaªic and tantric theories and to conciliate and synthetize different schools of thought.

Basically,  the  originality  of  this  text  lies  in  the  choice of  reinterpreting  traditional  ideas  rather  than  
presenting new theories, as we would expect from a texts that is idealized as the paradigm of the whole  
tradition. 

In the light of these considerations, the relationship between the text and the tradition it aims to represent  
becomes interesting and complex at once: in fact, sometimes there is a sort of distance between what the  
words of the text say and what the living tradition teaches. Thus it  is necessary to follow two different 
approaches: on one side, we have to concentrate on what the work actually states (literal interpretation); on  
the other side, we should compare the text with other texts, both belonging to the same tradition and to  
others, in order to single out its peculiarities and its differences and to understand its value and goals.

The analysis of the most original aspects of the saõhit… gives a hint on the realtionship between texts and 
traditions. From the doctrinal point of view, three are the main peculiarities of P…dmasaõhit…: first of all, it 
develops a cosmogonic vision in which the S…õkhya principles are interpreted from a theistic point of view; 
secondly, the doctrine of yoga it offers is different from the one we can find in other  P…¿car…tra texts; and 
last, it elaborates and expresses an ambiguous  view on the caste system, stressing on the need to respect the  
traditional social order. All these themes seem to suggest that P…dmasaõhit… is part of a definite process of 
reorientation of the doctrine towards orthodoxy due to specific cultural and political needs.

P…dma is known as an elucidation (vivaraªa) of Jay…khya which states: jay…khyasy…sya trantrasya vy…khy…
naõ p…dmam ucyate (1,  Adhika P…¥ha). Indeed, the topics discussed in the Jay…khya are widely expanded, 
arranged  in  the  peculiar  four-fold structure  and enriched with  details.  But  there  seems to  be  a  sort  of 
anachronism in this statement as studies on the Jay…khya maintain that with no doubt it is one of the earliest 
saõhit…s of P…¿car…tra while  P…dma belongs to a later group of texts. How is it possible, then, that  Jay…
khya's Adhika P…¥ha mentions a text that will be written some centuries later as its own commentary? The 
answer is after all quite simple and is confirmed by careful studies on the Jay…khya: Adhika P…¥ha is a later 
interpolation, it was not part of the original corpus of the text. This rises new questions: did the creation of 
the canon of P…¿car…tra have a hidden meaning? Why was one of the earliest and most authoritative texts of 
P…¿car…tra manipulated? Was this manipulation a precise step of the process of canonization of P…dma in the 
P…¿car…tra tradition? And last, was the coherence of a text really that much subordinated to the need of a  
formal evidence in order to state the authoritativeness of a system of thought?

Leaving the problem of the commentary out, at a certain point, the tradition connects P…dma to the Jay…
khya, creating a relation between the three earliest and most authoritative works (Pau¡kara-, S…tvata- e Jay…
khyasaõhit…)  and three later  texts  (respectively,  Parame@varasaõhit…,  ‡@varasaõhit… and  P…dmasaõhit…), 
become even more important that the former in the ritual practice. It is interesting to notice that the mention 
of the three earliest texts as a single body named ratnatraya (“three jewels”) appears only in a few works: 
‡@varasaõhit…,  written  around  the  10th century;  in  the  Adhika  P…¥ha  of  the Jay…khya;  and  last,  in  the 
Parame@varasaõhit…,  presumably  written  after  ‡@varasaõhit…. Y…muna  and  R…m…nuja  often  mention 
Pau¡karasaõhit… and S…tvatasaõhit…, but never quote Jay…khya. Only Ved…nta De@ika will again connect the 
three works together in his P…¿car…trarak¡…. The choice of the “three jewels” seems to have no real reason: 
first of all, none of the three saõhit…s is written in a particularly elegant Sanskrit; and besides, none of the 
three seems to offer brilliant philosophical speculations we might expect from such important works.

In any case, it seems that there was a point when the P…¿car…tra tradition felt the need to fix a canon, to  
create a sort of doctrinal and textual strengthening, maybe as an answer to socio-cultural power-struggles  
that were taking place at the time. The choice of“three jewels” must have somehow been a first step in a 



process of establishing a new orthodoxy in order to regain its hegemony and the necessary order to survive.
In order to understand how P…dmasaõhit… is involved in this process, we must try to date the work and 

analyze its actual relationship with Jay…khya. 
From a stylistic point of view,  P…dma  surely shows quite sophisticated tracts, much different from the 

archaic ones we can find in the S…tvata; besides, the advanced doctrinal development, the wide range of 
topics it deals with, the several ritual details it offers and the partition into the four ideal p…das (j¿…na, yoga, 
kriy… e  cary…) suggest that the  P…dma belongs to a later phase, when the temple building and the idol cult 
were fully outlined.

Nevertheless, the equivalence of the terms ek…ntika, s…tvata, bh…gavata and p…¿car…trika we can find in it 
refer to an intermediate period, when the derivative form  p…¿car…trin or  p…¿car…trika  starts to replace the 
names ek…ntika, s…tvata and bh…gavata that appointed the followers of the system in the earliest texts.

We do not have many elements to fix a sure  terminus post quem for the work: the references to theS…
õkhya theories do not tell  us much: we know that there is a chinese translation of the ‡@varakš¡ªa's  S…
õkhyak…rik… by the buddhist monk Param…rtha, dating back to the 16th century, that could give us a valid 
chronological framework; but the  P…dma seems to prefer a pre-classical S…mkhya, too old to stand for a 
terminus post quem. Bh…gavata Utpala's  Spandaprad†pik…, Y…muna's ƒgamapr…m…ªya (X-XI c.) and R…m…
nuja's #r† Bh…¡ya (first half of the XII c.) never mention P…dmasaõhit…; this may mean that, at that time, the 
work was not yet known. There is a verse in the caryap…da (23.96ab) which is identical to one of #r†kaª¥ha's 
Ratnatrayapar†k¡… (IX-X c.) but this may have no special meaning: in fact, both the works may refer to  
earlier traditions and not copy from each other. In any case, considering R…m…nuja's work as the terminus  
post quem, we can suppose that P…dmasaõhit… was written after the first half of the XII c. 

Starting from the XIII c.  the situation seem to change:  in particular,  Ved…nta De@ika, in his  P…¿car…
trarak¡…,  often  quotes P…dmasaõhit…   as  a  very  important  text.  Many quotations  of  the P…dmasaõhit…, 
especially from  cary…p…da, can also be found in the  #r†pra@nasaõhit…, dating back arounf the XIV c., the 
same period of the compilation of  the Adhika P…¥ha of Jay…khya.

Of course, the hypothesis of a “multisession” writing of  P…dmasaõhit…  should not be completely ruled 
out, as suggested by its encyclopaedic size, though its clear and definite structure and the number of details it  
offers on the ritual practice rather confirm the idea of the unitary creation of a complete work, a sort of seal  
or  paradigm of the tradition.

On  the  basis  of  what  has  been  traced  up  to  this  point,  we  can  deduce  that  the  P…dmasaõhit… was 
presumably compiled between the second half of the XII c. and the first half of the XIII c. 

From the stylistic point of view, similarly to @aiv…gama and buddhist tantras, the P…dma has a dialogue-
style structure, thus recalling an historical phase when there still was oral transmission of the traditions;  
besides, through the expedient of the transmission of the doctrine  from teacher to disciple, it invests the 
teaching with indisputable authoritativeness.

In  conformity  with  the  other  saõhit…s,  the  P…dma gives  much  importance  to  the  problem  of  the 
relationship between  P…¿car…tra and orthodoxy: indeed, this aspect has been and still is the subject of many 
controversies in the development of the doctrine and the need or re-establishing hierarchies has often been  
expressed. In the P…dmasaõhit…, P…¿car…tra is clearly connected with the Vedas. This association is evident  
in the twofold use of the term @rutim™la (P…S 1.1.91cd), meaning both “the teaching which is the root of the 
@ruti” and “the teaching having the @ruti as its root”. In the first case, it recalls the idea that P…¿car…tra is the 
development of a common original teaching (m™latantra or m™laveda), that gave birth to both the tantric and 
the vedic schools of thought. In the second case, it suggests that it P…¿car…tra derives from the Vedas. In any 
case, both the meanings aim to state the orthodoxy of the system. Nonetheless, the followers of the Vedic 
tradition never really accepted this theory. Beside the several doctrinal and academic disputes, the matter had  
important political and economical implications: on one side, there were extremely elaborate rituals implying 
the work (and thus the social position) of the br…hmaªa; on the other side, there was a personal approach to 
religion, based on the the icon worship and on the direct experience of the God. Of course, tantric position  
deeply destabilized the social framework imposed by the Vedas, but there was a conscious effort in the P…
dmasaõhit… to be reconciled with orthodox tradition.  

This effort is also proved by the attitude the P…dma expresses when dealing with the question of the caste 
system. Generally, …gamic tradition tends to transcend the social differences among devotees, thus providing 
also the lowest classes (str†@™dra) with the possibility of a direct worship of God, without any restriction. As 
a rule, in the tantric systems anybody from any caste can become a yajam…na and be initiated (d†k¡…). The 
quality of the devotee and his possibility to be redeemed does not depend on his lineage ( j…ti) anymore on his 



ability to surrender in the hands of God (@araª…gati). Instead, the  P…dmasaõhit… seem to state that God's 
grace and the need to respect social order are equally indispensable in order to gain liberation. Thus, while 
the grace of God is said to be the only valid instrument to free oneself from m…y… (P…S 1.7.37), at the same 
time we get to know that br…hmaªa are excellent among all castes (P…S 1.1.63-64: br…hmaªa| sarvavarªe¡u  
[...] pra@asyate), that God bestows His Grace only to those who respect the social system He created (P…S 
1.5.5,34: varª…n…m …@ram…ª…õ ca mary…d… y… may… kšt… t…õ ye samanuvartante pras…das te¡u me mah…n)  
and that V…sudeva cannot be worshipped by an outcaste (h†navarªair asaõsevyaõ). Moreover, initiation to 
the practice  of yoga is  reserved to  the first  three  social  classes  (P…S 2.3.1) and,  though everybody can  
worship God in the private sphere, only some are eligible to celebrate rituals for other people (par…rthap™j…), 
that is in the temples. And last, @™dras cannot become yajam…nas, every caste has its own temple in different 
areas (P…S 3.2.53-54a), and both @™dras and women are not allowed to join some special rites (P…S 3.9.19b-
20b, 28.21-22).

In the development of  P…¿car…tra doctrine, this apparently contradictory perspective takes on a particular 
meaning. First of all, we must remember that caste system was the spine of the Indian society of the time: the 
whole social structure was based on the division of the activities and the abilities organized into castes.  
Aiming  to  realize  truth,  P…¿car…tra  could  not  contrast  with  traditional  social  structure  by  denying  the  
different  dharmas of  the  different  castes.  Moreover,  if  we  consider  the  opposition  of  the  br…hmaªical  
orthodoxy it met, it is quite clear how the integration of certain axioms, like  varª…@r…madharma, was a very 
important step in the process of  reorientation of the doctrine towards br…hmaªic orthodoxy. More than a  
contradiction, indeed, the P…dma represents a compromise between the vedic and the tantric tradition. 
 But  Vedic tradition was not  the only enemy of P…¿car…tra:  first  of  all,  we should consider the several  
strategies of both alliance and challenge among the hind™ tantric systems;  second, we cannot take no notice 
of the spreading of buddhist teachings. In both cases,  P…dmasaõhit… tends to give value to other doctrines 
through an inclusivistic approach.  It is quite clear that, at a certain point, both hind™  and buddhist systems 
stressed on the need of a sort of coalition against the common real enemy: Islam and its increasing power. In  
this scenary, the semiotic consolidation and the creation of new canons can be read as a pan-Indian response 
to Islamic invasions.
 Two more aspect reflect the originality of the  P…dma among the other  P…¿car…tra texts: the theories on 
evolution and the doctrine of yoga.
The theory on evolution is  essentially  based on the teaching of  Jay…khya and,  in  general,  all  the  other 
saõhit…s; nonetheless, the P…dma often tends to simplify the doctrine, both in the case of the vy™ha theory 
and in the case of the phenomenical creation. I will not analyze these two theories in details here: it is enough 
to point out  that  P…dmasaõhit…  refers to a pre-Classical  S…õkhya  and often tries to  process traditional 
theories and reconcile the philosophical views of S…õkhya and Ved…nta with the teistic religious approach of 
vai¡ªava tradition. Presumably, the cosmogonic theories of the P…dma is the fruit of a precise strategy aiming 
to stabilize the doctrine in a new and reinforced orthodoxy through the reintroduction of old themes.
   In the saõhit…s of P…¿car…tra, the yoga doctrine is considered as an important aspect in the ritual practice  
of the devotee,  both as a practical way to emancipation (mukti) and as a powerful instrument to get siddhis 
(bhukti). P…dmasaõhit… explains two kinds of yoga: karmayoga and j¿…nayoga (P…S 2.1.3-5).

Karmayoga  is defined, in the first chapter of the  yogap…da, as the observance of ritual practises, thus 
recalling the Vedic meaning of karman. It is very interesting to notice that, in contrast to the general tendency 
of tantric texts,  P…dma does not  accept  ¡aÿañgayoga which is more esoteric and has a stronger initiatic 
character than the classical yoga. Besides, in the description of yog…ñga, it differs also from Jay…khya, thus 
confirminf its actual independence from the latter.  Similarly to Jay…khya, P…dma gives much importance to 
the breath control (pr…ª…y…ma) as a method of purification of internal channels, to the subtle phisiology of 
yoga, to the meditation (dhy…na) and to the union with God (sam…dhi) nel Supremo. No mention is given 
about sagarbha and nirgarbha practices, respectively with and without dhy…na and japa, and the meditation 
practises at the moment of death, so important in the J…yakhya.

All the prescriptions of the P…dma represent a sort of sacrifice of one's self that the devotees offer to God 
as  a  supreme proof  of  devotion.  Actions  must  of  course  be free  from any attachment  (ni¡k…makarma). 
Karmayoga stands  as  a  preparation  to  the  practice  of  j¿…nayoga:  through  the  observance  of  religious 
prescriptions, the mind becomes calm and opens to the knowledge of the Self.

Karmayoga  and j¿anayoga are complementary, but the real cause of the final liberation is the divine 
grace. This path to realization is known as bhaktiyoga .



Basically,  bhakti  is a rigorous path implying the observance of  karmayoga e  j¿…nayoga as subsidiary 
practices; as a path to liberation, it requires the complete maturation of pr…rabdhakarman and is reserved to 
the first three social classes. At the same time,  vai¡ªava  doctrines give much importance to prapattiyoga, 
implying a total surrender of the self to God. But in the P…dma, this doctrine has a very little space, maybe 
because of the rather traditional re-orientation of the doctrine.

In conclusion, every single position expressed in the P…dma seems to be the intentional and rational fruit 
of a strategy whose main goal is the semiotic construction of the tradition, through the creation of a canon  
and the alliance with other systems in order to establish a strong cultural identity against the Islamic enemy. 


